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Physics; ..:...:.. PI'Df._J. D. V.A.N' DER W.A.US on: "-Ternm·y Systems." 
Il. (Continued from page 463). 

. .. "" " 

. Tt occurs frequently in· a . binary, mixture. that two phases coexist 
whichhave.tbe 'same concentration. In this:case the pressure when 
we move along the. connodal curve is either maximum or .minimum. 
Au isobar' may thenbe' drawn,touching both the liquid.: and the 
vapour . branch, .~md the .isobars of other, valuesof p cut ther!" both 
branches twi.ce. ,.The ~-cur.v:es for such a binary mixture will have 
a much more complicated· shape tban I have givell up to now, and 
ifwe shouId, nów. have a. ternary system in whichone or two or 
the tbree, pairs ,which 'may be iorined from it show this particula.rity 
then the ~-surfa..ce •. will also show. particularities whosemain fea
tUl'es weshan examine. As,. a minimimi pie~sur~ has not yet been 
observed fo~ normal substances, we shaIl only discuss the case of 
maximum pressure: ' , ..' " ", 

The property that. for a binary system the. concentration ofliqui,d 
and vapo~r, are ,~he saine', coheJ~es·· 'Yjt~ al!-oth.er property for such 
systems, ~hich I have. discussed, Conto lI, p. 86, ,though I have 
neglected. ,tq' point out the ,"relation between these two properties. 
This second property .and the relation is fonnd. from the following 
föfmnla.' ODe of. th~ conditions ror coexistence is: . 

. ~', -

I ;., • 

,We :write: 

'arid so' -' 

, (3 1fJ) = I' (.1:) _ f1(3p
) dv.: 

3,'l1 ll1' J 1 3:c 1l2' 

For the case that Xl = ~2 we derive from the above formulaè:' 

which equation .occursalready in Théor.: Mol. Aroh, , Néed. XXIV . 
• 1 , ' 
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In order that (~P)dV, integrated botween the liquid anf the vapour 
ux uT -

volume, be equal to 0, (OaP) must be equa1 to zero somewhere 
X· uT 

betweeJl these two volumes. In conse-quenee thé partieularity that 
mixtures may be formed, for which $1 =:112 oecurs on1y whell a 

locus exists in the xv diagram, aloJlg ~hich (~~)=o. Aecordingly 
o·V uT 

QUINT has observed the circumstance that, keeping T constant the 
curve P i(m, v) in the mixture of HCI and CZH6 shows a maxi.: 
mum. In Cont. Ir p. 86. I have discussed sueh a locus, and 
proved that for great volumes it has an asymptote parallel to the 
volume-axis, and that for small volumes it moves to the side of the 
component for which b is greater. In fig. 7 the dotted line passing 
through Pand Q, represents this locus. On the 1eft of this curve 

(OP) is positive, and on the right Jlegative. All the isobars must 
OX uT \ _ 

then possess a tangent parallel to the -x-axis in the' points where 
they cut th is locus. In fig. 7 the course of some curves of equa1 
pressure has been tracer1. The temperature is assumod to_ be so 
low that the plait on the lJI-surface stretches over the whole breadth 

of the diagram, and so the curve, ~or which (~) xT 0, continues 

to consist of two isolated branches. The curves L P Mand L' Q M' 
represent these branches, viz. the dotted ones. 

The limits of the nnstable I region are somewhat wider, and they 
are a]so indicated as passing through L, Pand M, or L', Q and ~'; 
in the figure they are indicated by lines of alternately larger and 
smaller dots. That these lirnits of the unstable region must pass 

through Pand Q, follows from the property, that if (OP) is equal 
Ox u1.' 

to 0, the condition : 

is satisfied in tbe points, in wbich ~~ =: _ (dP) = 0 is. 
uV cv x 

If we c10se1y examine the character of the points Pand a, we 
MDclude tbat p in the point a is really a maximum. The point a, 
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namely, lies on the isothermal of the concentration alQ and on that 
isothermal it is the point where the pressure is maximum while on 
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a seetion parallel to the x-axis, the value of p is also maximum. 
The point P on the other hand~ lying on the isothermalof the con
centration $P, l'epresents a phasis for which the pressure on the 
isothermal is minimum, while p along a line p,rallel to the a--axis 
in P, is maximum. ]'rom this follows lst. that the isobar passing 
through P bas a double point in the point P, and 2nd th at the 
lines of equal pressure enelose the point Q, - and in such a way 
that as the pressure approaches that of Q, the closed curves get 
narrower, and keep also entirely within tUe limits of $ = 0 and 
:c = 1 and ara completely enclosed in the $V diagram. 

The isobar through P had a shape which may be considered as 
transition form between the shapes for pressures which are gl'eater, 
and pressures which are smaller than pp. For pressures which are 
greater the iso bar consists of two separate branches, viz. 1 st. a 
closed curve round Q and 2nd a branch Iying above Pand which 
therefore, remaining on the liquid sheet, belongs to a volume 
smaller than that of P. In fig. 7 we can take for it e. g. the 
branch passing through C, which must show a maximum-volume 
on the doUed line. Then the closed curve of Q, belonging to the 
same iso bar, is indicated by the curves passing through C' and C'·. 
]'or the iso bar of P these two separate branches have drawn so 
near each other, that they have met in P. Accordiugly this iso bar 
has the following shape, indicated ~y APB'BI/A"A'PB. The points 
B' and B" must be thought connected by a piece lying outside 
$ = 1 and in the same way the points A" and A' by a piece 
outside $ = O. The lines of equal pressure for p < pp must fill up 
the space lying witbin APA' and BPB' and that below A."B". 
A similar curve, provided p > P L, begins below A on the curve 
$ = 0, passes on to greater values of 3', has a tangent parallel to 

the v-axis on the locus for which (;:)$- 0, and then returns to 

smaller values of $. Tt is continued for vapour volumes greater 
than that of AI/B", and appears again between BP B' provided p be 
also grenter than P~l' The shape between BP B' is analogou!:! fo 
that of APA'. 

In order to find the mixture for which Jiquid and vapour con
centration is equal, we must determine on a !ine, parallel to the 
v-axis two points chmlen on the same iso bar, in such a way that 

j(~:) dv = O. In the figure the points .D' and D" have been 

Va 
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chosen for this. Of course one point 1) had to be taken on the left 
of the locus PQ, the other on the right. 

Thc pressure on the connodal curve being maximum for that 
mixture, the connodal curve must touch a curve of equal pressure 
both in D and in 1)'. On the left_ and on the right of J) and aIso 
of 1)' the connodal curve must pass on to iso bars of lower pressure. 
If we assume the maximum pressure of the first component at the 
chosen temperature to be equal to pa, and 'that of the seoond com
ponent to be lower e.g. PB, the cODDodal curve has a shape as is 
represented by the somewhat heavier curves CEDFB and C"E"D"F"B". 
But we must take care that XJl}'"> {/JE and :TJJjl' < x F. 

Fig. 8, 
36* 
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The accurate knowledge of the course of the isobars is required 
for indicating the value of ç at every value of p for the binary 
mixture and so a]so for the descl'iption of the shape ofthe Ç-surface 
for a ternary mixture, if the here discussed pecllliarity occurs for 
at least one of the pairs. And in order to be able to do this also 
at higher temperatures, at which the critical phenomena OCCUl', and 
because the course of the isobars at-such temperatures is greatly 
modified, 1 bave represented thi8 modification in Fig. 8 (pag. 543). 

The principal modification, which is to Le introduced in fig. 7, 
and which leads to fig. 8 is this, that the isobar through P presents 
its whole closed cune within the limit!! of m = 0 and m = 1. The 
curve PQ bas s1ightly changed its place alld its shape (see Conto 
II pag. 88), but the change is comparatively small. That the whole 
curve keeps within the xv-diagram follows from two circumstances. 
lat. The pressure of P, Vi hich is a minimum pressure on the iso
thermal of xp, lies but little below that which can be realised as 
liquid phasis, if the temperature is close to that at which both 
minimum- and maximum pressure disappear and 2nd the difference 
of pressure along a connodal curve generally increases at higher 
temperatures. The whole curve showing itself, the course of iso bars 
for which p < pp can a]so take place without interruption within 
the whole .xv-diagram - at l~ast for values of p lying above a 
certain limit which may be derived from the preceding conside
rations without nearer indication. If we follow such an iso bar, e.g. 
CFIlIMNO, it must be possible to draw a tangent parallel to the 
v-axis in F and .El and also in lIJ and N, in which four points the 

curve for wbich (aap) = 0 is cut; in point 1, in which the curve for 
v z 

wbich (~:) v= 0, is cut, the tangent must be parallel to the a:-axis 

Between F and H, and a1so between Mand N the value of IC 

retrogrades. For the isobar passing through K tho retrogression on 
the left side of the figure continues, but it has just ceased on the 
right si de. 

In fig. 8 point S indicates the plaitpoint and the isobar passing 
through S must therefore touch the connodal curve in that point. 
In the same way the connodal curve must touch a curve of equal 
pressure in the points D and D'. All this proves that the tempe
rature is thought to be so high, that thel'e is still question of a 
maximum pressure on the connadal curve. (Consult the observations 
of KUENEN alld those of QUINT for mixtures which have minimum
critical temperature). Between S and R is retrograde condensation 
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of the second kind and the fact that the values of {!JE and :Cs dIffer 
sa little is in accordance with the fact that it is very difficult to 
prove r. c. II experimentally. 

Let us now proceed to describe the shape of ~ for the binal'y 
mixture, in the first pI ace according to fig. 7, so at lower tempe
ratures. Let us begin with P < PL, 80 P smaller than the mini
mum pressure of the isothermalof the first component. We assume 
this value of PL to be greater than O. In this case has ~ one 
vaIue, at least on the side of x = O. As Boon as P is choseu some
what greater than PL, there are three values of the volume for 
small values of x alld sa also for~. If we apply the same consi
derations to values of te near m = 1, pu must be substitllted for 
pL. The whole curve consists then, for P somewhat larger than 
PL and PM, first of a continuous curve (vapour branch), and further 
of two separate parts lying on the right and the 1eft, each tel'mi
nating in a cu sp (see fig. 9). 

Flg 10 

If p has incl'eased to the value which the pl'essure has on th(' 
line with tbe loop, tbe two cusps in fig. 9 have met, and the 
upper branches on the l'ight have coincided with those on the 1eft 
and farm two curves with a double point. This is the case which 
I mentioned in note (1) on p. 459. In this case the vapour branch 
lies still lowest, then foJlows the ]iquid branch which shows a 
discontinuity, and above it again the branch of unstable conditions, 
a1so showing ti. discoDtinuity. 
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As sooo as the pressure has increased to PC (the tnaxÎmum tensÎon 
of the first component) the vapour branch has moved so far upward 
that it has reached the liquid branch on the left side of the fignre. 
For the right side tbis would take place for P = PH (maximum 
tensioll of thc seeond component). And for pressUl'es between pc 
and PD the gas- and liquid branches have a double point on the 
left of xp - in the same way for pressures between PH and pn 
a double point on the right of IC • 

For pressures above Pp the gas-branch has moved above the 
liquid branch; for p = Pp these two branches touched each other. 
If the pressure is made to draw near to pa, the gas-branch and 
the branch of unstable pbases form a closed curve, which has a 
cusp right and left, which curve is reduced to a point for p = PQ, 
and for still higher values of P also this point has disappeared, and 
only the Iiquid branch remains. 

We shall be brief in the discussion of the value of t; at difterent 
pressure at the temperature assumed in fig. 8. The t;-curve for the 
pressure P = PC is represented in fig. 11; the four cusps lie at 
:JJF, :CH, :CM and a'N. For a somewhat lower pressure P = PK the 
right crest has disappeared, and for a still ]ower pressure P = ps 
(plaitpoint pressllre) the right part of t; is curved continuously. 80 
we have here between 8 and R retrograde condensation of the 
second kind. I shaH leave the rnodification of ç for pl'essures 
greater than pc undi&C'l1ssed. 

Fig. 11. 

For a binary mixture I have pointed out that thore is a connec· 
ti on betweeo tbe circumstance that two phases of equal concentra
tion can coexist, and the cil'cumstance that fvr a mixture of the 
two components of that systern a minimum critical temperature 
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Mcnrs. The existence of snch ft connection baving since been perfectly 
cOllfirmed by the expel'iments of KUENEN and QUIN'l', we are naturally 
lcd to investigate whether a minimum-critical temperature can oceur 
also for a mixture of three substances - and what are the conditions 
for the existence of such tt minimum critical tempcrature. That 
connection could however not followand could not be derived sirnply 
from the principle of continuity, but considerations of a molecular
theoretical nature were required to conclude to the existence of such 
a connection. Therefore I shall at the moment, as we consider it 
only our task to examine what follows for a ternary system from 
the assumption of continuity, refrain from seeking tbe conditions 
whirh the components must satisfy in order to be able to form a 
mixture which possesses maximum pressure and assume only that 
a mixture can really be formed from the three chosen components 
for which' Iiquid and vapour are composed in the same way and 
whose coexistence pressure is therefore maximum. 

If we take the pressure somewhat smaller than that maximum 
pl'essure, so that we get a section of vapour and liquid sheet as 
drawn in fig. 10 for every section normal to the xy-surface passing 
through the point representing that special mixture, the connodal 
curve will eonsist of two clm,ed curves, of whieh thc- inner curve 
indicates the vapour phasis. If p is- equal to that maximum pressure, 
the two closed curves have been reduced to one point, the point 
where the two sheets touch each ot her. Under a still greater pressure 
the vapour sheet will have risen q uite above the liquid sheet. Witb 
decreasing pressure the two closed curves extend, anu if we took 
only the principle of continuity into account, a great many cases 
would be possible. For instanee the extending closed curves might 
reach the sides of the triangle ",hlCh represent the pairs of which 
the ternary system consists, and cut them in two points, either one 
side or two sides, or all three the si des. In the last case the three 
pairs which compose the ternary system, would possess all three the 
proper ties of maximum pressure. But an extension is also possible, 
at which the second and the third side is never cut twice - and 
even one at which none of thc sides is cut twice, and at which 
thercfore the closed eurve which extends and which is changing its 
shape, reaches the sides of tbe triangle for tbe first time in one of the 
angles. In this case the ternary system wauld have maximum pres
sure, without thit:! being the case with any of the pairs of which 
it consists. The 'investigatiOll of conditions whieh are required far a 
minimum critical temperature wiJl pl'obably be able to deoide thc 
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question as to tbe possibility of these cases. But I shaH not enter 
into this subject at least for tbe present. 

Between the two closed parts of which the projection of th~ con
nodal curve on the :ry·surface consists, lies another closed curve, the 
projection of the double points. The curve, which-consisted of one 
branch in the case discussed on page 460 within the triangle OAB, 
consists in this case of two branches lying within the triaugle. At auy 
rate it will always consist of two branches theoretically i but for the 
b-surface we need only to kuow that part which lies within the 
triangle. When p has the value of the before-mentioned maximum 
pressure, the cloaed curve of double points too contracts to one point. 
This point is the same as that to which the two closed parts of the 
connodal curve contract. 

If for a moment we take recourse to molecular-theoretical consi
derations to derive properties of the locus of the double points, we 
should write down the equation of p. 461 in this way: 

1 per f (Ter 1) oY;;= T- . 

In this equation which holds good at least as an approximatiou, 
1 a Ter 8 a 

we put I = constant and pel' = 27 b~ and 273 = 27 b . 
Keeping T constant, we get by differentiation: 

dp = '(da _ 2 .db) _ fT cr (da _ db) 
P abT a b 

or 

dP=(I Ter _2)db _(fTCI. _l)da. 
p T b T a 

Keeping p constant we find the condition : 

da fTcr _ 2 
a T --- . ' , 
db Tc,· - f--1 
b T 

In the limiting case, for continually decreasing values of T, the 
value of the second mem ber = 1, and so: 
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from wbich for the projection of thc curve of tbe presBurès of 
coincidence at very low temperatures follows: 

or 

a::' 
b 

dy --a;-
dIJ) = - a a • 

b 

oy 

Ir ~?J has an arbitrary value, as is the case when tbe locus has 
d:c 

a!:. a~ 
been reduced to a point, then 'à: =0, and in tbe same way 'Oyb =0, 

i. e. ~ and so a1so Ter must be capaule of having a minimum. In 
b 

this way we arrive therefore for ft ternary system at the same 
result, as I had former]y obtained for a binary system, a180 for tJle 
limiting case of low temperatures. 

If we 4.0 not- consider the limiting case, which would correspond 
with T= 0, but if we give T a definite vaIue, we find: 

a 1 a db 
d-=- bb' b fT cr _ 1 

T 

from which follows that for the maximum pressure at temperature 
= T the values of IJ) and !J are found from the two following 
equations 

1 a 1 ob 

aud 
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1 a 1 db 

If we assume that [; decreases with:c, ~ must illcrease with ~ and in 

the case of a minimum it must have passed that minimum. So the 
point for Wllich the coincidence pressure is maximum, and for which 
also tbere is equality of composition of liquid- and vapour phasis, 
lies more to tbe side of the components with the smallest molecules 
than the point indicating the mixture with minimnm-critiral-tempe
rature - and this will be the more so in proportioll as T is higher. 

For the case that Ter as function of .r anel y might be represented 
by approximation a8 a plane (see Conto lI, p. 153) we find 

dy = constant, and so the line of the double points under a constant 
d:c 

pressure is a straight one. 

RELA.'IION OF VOLUME, CONCENTRATION AND TE!\[PERATURE FOR 

COEXJSTING PHASES OF A TERN ARY SYSTEM. 

In fig. 2 of the preceding communication the curve ABPRB'A 
represents the projection of the connodal curve on the I/!-surface of 
n binary system in the .cv-diagram at a constant temperature. This 
line mayalso be taken as represellting the re1ation between molecular 
volume and concentration of a binary mixture at given temperature. 
If the temperature was put lower, this curve would have consisted 
of two isolated branches, oue reprebenting the liquid volumes, and 
the other the gas-volumes. Let us now think as third axis, a y-axis, 
and let us think a1so in the oYl'-plane a similar curve drawn for 
a binary mixture tbat consists of the first and the third suhstance. 
1f we furthel' draw for every point of tbe l'ight-ang1ed triangle of 
the Q:cy.plane the volume at which a mixture lepresented by tbat 
point loses or rcsumes its homogeneity at increasing pressure, we get 
a surface which cousists of two isolateo. 8heets at low temperatures, 
and which at higher temperatures e. g. wh en '1.' is above 'l.'cr of one 
of the componeuts, is contracted to out' sheet. 

If T is increased the form of the surface is modified in that sense 
that the uew surface lies quite witbin that of lower temperature. 
At least for substances which do not enter iItto chemical combi
uations with each other, and whirh continue to <..onsist in them-
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e;elves of invariable molecules - so whieh do not assoeiate to more 
eomplieate atom-groups. 

For a binary mixture I have (Cont. II p. 101) derived the diffe
rential-equation for the relation bet ween v,:r and T. We shall be able 
to find in tbe same way the differential equation for tbe relation 
between v, $, '!l and '1'. 

For eoexistenee of two phases of a ternary system, distinguishing 
the phases by the indices 1 and 2, the following equations must be 
satisfied 

and 

} . b al/' 
In w 1Ie a; l'epresen ts 

(~:)1 = (~:)2 

(~;)1 = (~~)2 

(~;) 1 = (~;) 2 

= l/'2 - vz (01/1) -:r2 (01/1) _ YC}, (01/1) 
OV 9. aa: 2 ay 2 

(Ol/J) - etc. av xyT 

If the eoncelJtl'ation for the first phasis is given, and so 11:1 and 
'!lI, tben the quantities VI' .l'2' Y2 and V2 are determined by the four 
above equations, and so the properties of the eoexisting phasis. But 
in order to caleulate them all the equations would have to be known, 
fol' which the knowledge of tbe equation of state is required. Even 
if we make use of them, the intricaey of these forms does not admit 
of the solution of the unknown quantities. Results, however, can be 
derived from thc differential equation, even If we do not know these 
quantities aecurately, and these results are not without interest. In 
the same way as is followed in Conto I page 102 for a hinary 
mixture, we find for a ternary system: 
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The quantity (E~Zl)v is, see l.c. p. 104, for normal substances a 
negative quantity. 

If we keep T constant for tbe moment, so if we inquire into 
properties of one of tbe before·mentioned surfacE's, we can derive the 
following rule for tbe position of the line tbat connects tbe two 
coexisting phases. If we for instance imagine on the liquid sbeet a 
point determined by VH ''VI and Y1 and if we inquire into the direction 
of the line connecting the coexisting phasis with the chosen liqllid 
phasis, so into the quantities proportionate to V2-V1' .ll2-J:] and 
Y2-Yl, we bring in point 1 as center aquadric surface : 

We cut that surface through tbe tangent plane at the liquid sheet, 
then the direction of the line eonnecting the two nodes, will be con
iugate to the section of tangent plane and quadrie surface cosines. 
Tbe locus of the middle of the chords, whose cosines are equal to 
ï., ft and 11, is given by: 

and this equation leads to (1), when in equation (1) dT is put 
equal to 0 and when dv, d$ and dy, are substituted for v, :JJ and '!J 

and so when this middle plane is tangent plane to the v, Il', y-surface 
under consideration. 

On account of the importance whicb tbe surface repl'esented by 
(2) has for the equilibrium of the ternary systems, it deserves a closer 
examination. 

If a definite quantity of a subsiance, whicb is ternary composed, 
is to be in equilibrium at given temperature in a given volume 

01/1 olJ.l 01/1 01/1 a", 01/1 '. 
then av' oóIJ' OV and I/I-v~ -.IJ OóIJ -y 0'/1 must have an lDvarmble value 
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throughout the space. For a homogeneous phasis this condition is 
satisfied. And wh en therefore the given quantity of substance is homo
geneously distributed through the space, we have a state of equilibrium. 
But if that state is to be realised the condition of stability must 
also be satisfied. From ihe principle that IJl must be a minimum, 
we derive for the condition of stability: 1) 

This condition can be brought under ihe following form: 2) 

• (3) 

Now follows from: 

(~:) pTy (~:) vTy 

G:~ ) pTy (~:~) VT; (a~~J Tg (: )PT9 
and from: 

G:)=-p 
follows 

1) For IL binnry system tue derivatiolt of the couditiou of stnbiliLy is given Conto IJ 
p. 8. Before that time ju 'l'héor. Mol. Arel!. Néerl. XXIV. 

2) ::lee Arcll. Néerl. Série Ir Tome Ir page 73. 
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Hence 

In the same way we fi nd 

( 
(lBIJI )2 

(
02
') = (l2!p _ ~ 

dy2 pTx (ly~ (l21J1 

dv2 

and 

So we can write (3) also under tho following form: 

1 i all/! a91p 0911' 12 êJ2Ç 0 a2ç 2 a2ç 
êJ21J11 av2 dv + o.c OV d.r + ay o/Y j + a.c2 da"+ ay2 dy +2 a.v ay d.vdy >0 
ov], 

or 
1 ~ 021J1 021/l (l2tp 12 I! (l2Ç a9; l2 

021/1/ ov2 dv + a.c av d.c + ay av dy \ + a2ç i o.v2 dJ: + a.v oy dy j + 
~ dx2 

In order to s,ttisfy this last equation for every al'bitrary vaIlle of 
dv, dx and d!h the following equation must be satis.fied: 

The form sub. Sld or 
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can be brought under the furm: 

021/l 02!fJ OZIfJ 
ov2 aJ' OV all av 

021/1 a21J1 02!fJ 021fJ 
>0 (4) ov2 X OX ov a.c2 Ool'ay 

. . . . 
02!fJ 02!fJ 02!fJ 

Oj' ou Ool' oy 3y2 

.A.ud we know from the theory of the quadrie surfaces that if 
arelation exists bet ween the coefficients as is indicated by the 
equation (4), sueh a surface is an ellipsoid. Coexisting pbases being 
stabIe phases, the surface is a real ellipsoid, if C is positive. 

If we bring through the line connecting tbe coexisting phases 
a plane cutting the tangent plane at the V,..ct y-sUl'face along a 
straight line and the surface of stability alon.g an ellipse, then the 
directions of tbe nadal linc and tbe before-mentioned straight line 
are conjugate dil'ections for those elliptic sections. In the same way 
conjugate directions are the projection of these two lines on an 
arbitrary plane for the elliptic projection on that plane. If we give 
to the plane such a position th at : 

021/1 a21fJ a 21./1 
-0 2 dv + a- d.e + a- dg = 0 v .c dv y dv 

or what is the same p = Gonstant, then the factor of V2-Vl is equal 
to zero, and we get af ter having elirninated dVl: 

The projection- on tbe .ry-plane of the line connecting the coexisting 
pha~es, is therefore conjugate to the projection on that plane of 
the section of the tangent plane, indicated by p=::; constam, with 
respect to the elliptic projection of the section of the surface of 
stability. rrhis is the theorem which has been pro'Ved uildel' another 
form .A.reh. Néerl. p. 76. 

By giving snch a position to the plane that 
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alP or a; = constant, we might derive an equation analogo~s to (5) for 

the y, v-surf ace i also for the x, v-surface by choosing the plane in 
sueh a way that: 

021./1 a2l/1 a2l/1 
oy av dv + oy aa: dcc + oy2 dg = 0 

ol/1. t t or --a = IS CODS an. 
y , 

If we take volumes lying within the limits of the x, v, y-surfaee 
under eonsideration, whieh we shall heneeforth eaU surface of coexis -
tence, then the homogeneous phase thought in sueh a volume, will 
be stabIe, as long as 

In proportion as we move' further from the sides of the eurfaee 

of coexistenee, we approach the volumes, for which ;~ = ~:~ = O. 

The surface, for whieh ~v~ = 0, will for a ternary system take 

the plaee of the curve whieh we have represented by CEG' for a 
binary mixture in fig. 2 (previous communication). 

But the stability will have ceased long before we have l'eaehed 
a2l/1 02b 

the volumes for whieh av2 = 0, For sueh volumes 0.:1)2, = - 00 , 

whereas the condition of the stability is that this quantity be 

(
02l/1)2 

't' Al a2
ç h' h . I t a2

l/1 ~ ld b poslIve. so al" w IC IS equa 0 oy2 - 02l/1 ,wou e -00 

av\! 

for sueh volumes, whereas the condition of stability is not only 
that this quantity be positive, but even that it have a value sueh 
that: 

The conditions for stability increase therefore with the number 
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of components. Fot' a simple substance a phasis is stahle as long as 

l!'Ol' a binary mixture the following condition must be satisfied: 

for a term try mixture the following condition must be satisfied: 

The transition of the sta bIe and unstable phases takes therefore 
place at 

ann. 
321/1 321/1 321/1 - --,~ 3v2 'oxov oyov 

a21./1 32l/J 02tp 

ovo,v' O.zo2' oyo;r = 0 • . • • • (6) 

What the spinodal curve is fol' the binary mixture (see fig. 2 
the curve CEPE'C') the surface represented by (6) is for the ternary 
mixture, viz. the limit between the stabIe and unstable phases. In 
the sides of the prism described on the triangle Q,lJy, this Burface 
must therefore pass through the spinodal curves of the paÎl's of 
which the ternal'Y system is composed. So we find from equation (6) 
which may be written: 

37 
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(j2ip (j2tp (j2l/J _ (j2tp( (j2tp)2 _ (j2tp( (j21tJ )2 _ (j20/( (j2tp)2 
OV2 aa;2 ay2 ov2 aa;(jy (jz2 ayae ay2 azav + 

a'Jl/I (j2", a2", +2----0, 
(Ja;ay a~av aya" - , 

. 02", 
puttmg oa;2 = 00 as it must he in the oV'! coordinate plane: 

But just as the spinodal curve for a binary mixture (fig. 7 and 

fig. 8) can have points in common with the curve ~:~ = 0, so it 

can also happen that the two surfaces corresponding to these curves 
have points in common for a ternary system. First of all they 

CP", 32", 
touch if avaa; and aD ay are bath aqual to zero - and in the second 

place they have points in common in the edges of the prism, so for 
tbe simple substances. And finally just as the spinodal curve and 
the connodal curve can have a point in common (tbe plaitpoint) fol' 
a binary system, in the same way tbe corresponding surfaces eau 
have points in common for the ternary system, and touch each 
other in these points. For if for the second phasis we have: 

the equation (1) becomes: 

or 
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a21.fJ CJ2ip CJ2tfJ 
-2 dVl + ':\-- dorl + -- dYl being equal to - dp, and the 
aVI OVI CJ.TI (lVI CYl 

numerator of the second term being equal to d (~~\ ' and as pand 

~~ must be equally great for coexisting phases, the above equation 

cannot be satisfied without the factor of dYl2 (being o. Às we saw 
before, we reduce this factor to the criterion for the limit of 
the unstable and sta bIe phases; and the surface of coexistence 
and the spinodal surface have therefore an element in common. 

As a ru Ie these two surfaces wiU not only touch each other in 
one point, but we shaU be able to give a continuous series of points 
of contact, so a curve along which the surface of coexistence 
envelopes the spinodal surface. The latter case has already been 
discu5sed in our former communicatlOn, when at equal temperature 
and variable pressure every time another mixture was in plaitpoint 
circumstance. The case that they tonch each other only in one 
point OCCUl'S when we can form a mixture of the three components 

37* 
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for which Ter is a minimum. But it may be advisable to wait with 
the discussion of this and similar cases till an experim~ntal inves
tigation has brought them to light. 

If by increase of temperature the surface of coexilltence has so 
far contracfed that it no longer covers the whole triangle o:ry, a 
tangent cylindre may be drawn normal to thc :ry-surfaee. A.ll the 
points, in which the tangent cylindre and the surface of coexistence 
touch, represent mixtures which are in critical tangent-point cir
cumstance. A. plaitpoint can never lie on this apparent circumference 
of the surface of eoexistence, except in some special cases. For as 
the generatrices of this tangent cylindre are parallel to thc volume
axis and p must have the same valuc for tbc pair of pbases coin
ciding in a plaitpoint, we have 

021' 

for such a special case. In order not to have ':"I :'2 
UWl 

a2ç 
or ~2 negative, 

UYl 

êPI/1 a2lP 
--':"I and ~O must be equal to O. Sueh a mixture behavell as a oa' UV uy V 

simple sub stance even under critical circumstances. See for a similar 
circumstance with a binary system Conto II page 116. So thc 
plaitpoints lie either on the liquid sheet, or on the vapour sheet of 
the surface of coexistence. In the first case all mixtures, indicated 
by points of the .I'y-surface, lying between the section of the tangent 
cylindre and the projection of the eurve on which the plaitpoints 
are situated, have retograde condensation of the first kind. If the 
plaitpoints 1ie on the vapour sheet, then such mixtures have r. C. Il. 

(To óe continued). 

Physics. - u On tJee asymmetl'y ot tlte electro-capillary-cul've." By 

Dr. J. J. VAN LAAR (commulJicated by Prof. VAN DER WAALS). 

I. We may suppose, that it is well known, that the new theory 
of the 80 caUed Capillary-Electt'ometer of LIPPMANN may be deseribed 
as follows. 

Two mercury 8urfaces, ODe large (A), the other small (B) -, this latter 
iu the so called eapilIary - are separated by a conductive liquid 
C, diluted H2 S047 a solution of K Cl, or any other solutioD. In /lIl 


